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    As a founder of pragmatism, C.S.Peirce is now well known .His high academic 
status and genius-like originality are universally received with little sound of retort. 
But the economy of research what is regarded as the important method by Peirce 
himself doesn't seem to get the corresponding value. 
    As well as Peirce’s pragmatism, his economy of research is a kind of method and 
not a dogma; meanwhile it also reflects the concrete practice of Peirce’s pragmatism. 
As an evolutional philosopher, Peirce spent his whole life to the experiments which as 
the basis, testing his ideas in the repeated experiments, and at the same time to restrict 
subsequent experiments through the conclusion which previous experiments obtained. 
Each choice of experiments involves the related concepts of economy of research 
because lots of experiments that researchers studied at are inevitable linked by cost and 
benefit. Peirce believed that when faced with these experiments, we can’t stick them on 
digital label without a clue and groundless and then research them one by one. We 
should order those experiments according to different value that different research 
projects produced or considering the different consumptions on time, money, 
intelligence, energy or other aspects in the case of equal value, which is described by 
Peirce. Peirce used “economic urgency” to describe this gist. The project should be 
firstly tested when it has stronger “economic urgency”. 
    This thesis will represents economy of research of Peirce from three aspects. First 
of all, we will introduce the economics as an important role in Peirce’s thought from 
sustained attention to creation about the general mathematical political economy, the 
economic function of mental activities and scientific theory and “Economy of 
research” in his reasoning theory. Secondly, we will discuss the main content and 
significance of “Note on the Theory of the Economy of Research”. In this scientific 
















which he runs diligently and conscientiously through it all no matter he is in better 
days as a young man or down and out in old age. In the end, we will talk about 
methodology in Peirce’s “Economy of research”, with the passage of time the 
significance of the Peirce’s economy of research is increasingly conspicuous, which 
guide us in both learning and daily life. 
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